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From a behavioral perspective, therapeutic inertia can happen when obstacles to changing a diabetes treatment plan outweigh perceived benefits. There is a complex interaction of important treatment-related obstacles for people with diabetes (PWD), their treating health care professional (HCP), and the clinical setting in which they interact. Tipping the scales toward more effective action involve strategies that increase perceptions of the benefits of treatment intensification while addressing important obstacles so that treatment changes are seen by both PWD and HCPs as worthwhile and achievable.

Effective diabetes care requires a complex series of choices made by people with diabetes (PWD) and the health care professionals (HCPs) who manage their therapeutic and psychological needs. Although treatment intensification over time is needed for nearly all people with type 2 diabetes, there may be extended periods of time during which no significant changes are made to their treatment plan despite their elevated risk factors. From a behavioral perspective, therapeutic inertia can happen when barriers to changing a diabetes treatment plan outweigh perceived benefits. There is a complex interaction of important treatment-related obstacles for PWD, their treating HCP, and the clinical setting in which they interact. The treatment setting itself may represent the most significant barrier to change and may represent an important limiting factor or opportunity for tipping the scales toward more effective action.

Diabetes therapeutic inertia occurs when there is a delay in treatment intensification despite evidence that intensification is warranted and effective (1). This delay can lead to a significant proportion of PWD (~30–50% [2]) experiencing years of elevated glycemic levels before treatment is escalated (3).

Starting insulin therapy (IT) is an important transition for many people who have type 2 diabetes. A closer look at the barriers to successfully initiating IT can elucidate the behavioral perspective of therapeutic inertia. Diabetes care guidelines emphasize the early consideration and initiation of IT among PWD not reaching target glycemic outcomes (4). However, declining or postponing IT is highly prevalent. A recent study examined the prevalence of PWD declining IT and its impact on insulin initiation over a 4-year period in 3,295 insulin-naïve PWD (5). In the study sample, 30% (984 PWD) initially declined insulin. Those with the highest A1C levels (~9%) were more likely to have declined insulin than those with lower A1C elevations (7.0–8.9%). Of those who initially declined insulin, 38% went on to eventually initiate IT, with an average time to initiation of just over 2 years.

Reluctance to initiate IT is also common among primary care providers (PCPs). With the very high number of PWD and relatively small number of diabetes specialists worldwide, most PWD receive diabetes care from PCPs. Results from a multinational survey revealed that 20% of PCPs overall never or rarely personally initiated or intensified insulin (compared with 4% of specialists), despite 92% of PCPs agreeing that insulin intensification is an essential element of diabetes management (6). In another study, although specialists were more aggressive with insulin initiation than PCPs, less than half of patients with high A1C levels had intensification of their medications, regardless of the specialty of their HCP (7).

Obstacles to IT for PWD

Problematic beliefs about diabetes, the effectiveness of treatments, and their own ability to make needed behavior changes are fundamental obstacles for reaching glycemic goals for many PWD. Research suggests that many PWD
believe that complications from diabetes are inevitable, a phenomenon referred to as diabetes fatalism (8). Skepticism about the effectiveness and safety of available diabetes treatments is another barrier to effective management (9). In addition, many PWD report significant distress related to feeling that they are failing at diabetes management tasks (10) and lacking confidence in their ability and motivation to perform diabetes self-care tasks (9,10). PWD with high levels of diabetes distress are more likely to be the highest risk patients with regard to glycemic levels, health behaviors, and engagement with HCPs about diabetes care (10,11). Given the prevalent fatalistic beliefs about diabetes, uncertainties about the effectiveness of treatment, and doubts about self-efficacy, it is understandable how many PWD may not see a point to diabetes treatment.

Problematic beliefs about the role of medication intervention represent another significant obstacle in diabetes treatment and lead many PWD and HCPs to have opposing views on treatment intensification (12). Most HCPs view treatment intensification for PWD as necessary over time to achieve metabolic goals. However, PWD often have a goal of reducing or eliminating medication (12) and may see the need for more or different medication as evidence that they have failed at diabetes management or that their health is worsening (13–17). They may also perceive treatment intensification as punishment for having failed at their diabetes management (18).

Concerns about IT in particular are a significant obstacle to treatment intensification. Both realistic clinical concerns and misconceptions of PWD about insulin can lead to a reluctance or unwillingness to consider IT, a phenomenon often referred to as “psychological insulin resistance” (19). Ng et al. (20) reviewed numerous studies enumerating key misperceptions about IT that are commonly held by insulin-naive PWD. The most problematic beliefs PWD report include the beliefs that IT is not effective or necessary, that their quality of life will be considerably reduced by IT, and that they will not be able to make the adjustment to an increasingly complex treatment regimen (18). Heightened fears of unwanted side effects such as weight gain and hypoglycemia (14,18,21) and of injection pain are commonly reported by PWD who decline IT. Other common beliefs and fears include the idea that IT represents worsening health (i.e., that it is a “treatment of last resort”), fear of IT permanence once initiated, feelings of personal failure and shame, concerns about interference with work and social life, social stigma of injections, and concerns that insulin causes harm (e.g., blindness or amputations) (1,15,16,18).

The TRIAD (Translating Research Into Action for Diabetes) Insulin Starts Project (18) assessed how attitudes toward IT among PWD related to actual IT behavior, comparing PWD who did not fill their first insulin prescriptions to those who initiated IT. Among patients who did not fill their insulin prescriptions, significant proportions expressed moderate to extreme concerns about their ability to give themselves injections (42%) and had concerns that insulin might have a negative impact on their social lives (38%) and their jobs (33%). Fear of injection pain occurred for 30% of patients who did not start insulin. However, most PWD (55%) who did not initiate IT reported that they did not fill their prescription because of being confused or unclear about how to give themselves injections and were unclear about why IT was important. The most striking difference between those who initiated IT and those who did not is that 100% of those who initiated IT reported that they had some form of insulin self-management education, whereas only 16% of those who did not start IT reported that they received such preparation. These findings highlight the importance of helping PWD understand the purpose and benefits of IT and empowering them with self-management programs to facilitate their self-confidence in administering insulin injections.

Another potentially important obstacle for many PWD may be the increasing financial burden of IT, since the cost of insulin has risen rapidly in recent years. Prices of all types of insulin and insulin products have increased, with retail prices roughly tripling between 2002 and 2013 (22). A recent study on the effect of rising costs (23) highlighted the negative impact on both insulin initiation and intensification rates with higher generic drug copayments, even among PWD who have commercial insurance.

Most PWD report multiple obstacles to IT that together may be experienced with high salience (16). In the absence of a clear understanding of the possible important benefits of IT and without a perception that successful IT is personally achievable, it is not surprising that many PWD respond with initial unwillingness to consider IT.

Obstacles to IT for HCPs

There are several important barriers to HCPs recommending and facilitating the transition to IT for PWD who are medically appropriate for consideration. Although most HCPs recognize the importance of IT for achieving glycemic targets, most HCPs also believe that several factors would mitigate patients’ ability to initiate IT (24). In addition to heightened concerns about hypoglycemia and weight gain, most HCP barriers to IT initiation arise from their concerns about “adherence,” perceiving many PWD as unable or unwilling to adapt to a more complex treatment
plan. For most HCPs, perceived patient resistance to IT (especially as a result of injection fear), perceived lack of diabetes self-management skills on the part of patients, and perceptions regarding patients’ prior “nonadherence” to oral agents can dissuade them from initiating insulin for some PWD. Additional HCP barriers include insufficient time; a lack HCP knowledge of, training for, and experience with IT; perceived health literacy problems of patients; and language barriers (7,24–27).

However, there may be problems with how accurate HCPs are in their assessment of patients’ preferences, concerns, and self-management skills (26,28). Compared to the rates of IT barriers actually reported by PWD, physicians were found to overestimate the impact of injection fear as a primary rationale for PWD declining IT and to underestimate the impact of PWD not understanding IT risks and benefits, lacking self-efficacy, and having concerns about IT negatively affecting their work and social lives (24).

Misassumptions about the self-management capacity of those considered “nonadherent” could contribute to disparities in treatment intensification for PWD with elevated A1C levels. A large-scale study examined the pharmacy claims of PWD with elevated A1C levels who did not have treatment intensification by HCPs. Evidence of medication-taking gaps of ≥20% of days covered was found in 23% of the PWD with elevated A1C levels who had no treatment intensification. However, no evidence of medication-taking gaps was found in 30% of PWD with elevated A1C levels who did not have treatment intensification (29). This finding highlights the fact that actual medication-taking does not adequately explain a lack of treatment intensification. It is also important to understand that a person’s diabetes self-management capacity is not a static factor but instead reflects behaviors that can be influenced by appropriate intervention (30).

The obstacles HCPs perceive to recommending IT may lead them to not pursue the effort with certain patients or to give up suggesting IT after an initial decline. In the absence of confidence that specific patients could benefit from IT, HCPs may come to the conclusion that many PWD cannot or will not transition to IT.

**PWD-HCP Interactions That Interfere With IT**

Effective communications between PWD and their HCPs about the need for treatment intensification are imperative for successful transition to IT (30). Discussions about A1C results that are above treatment targets are likely to be perceived by PWD as getting “bad news.” At such times, when changes to the treatment plan may be important, the quality of the connection between the person with diabetes and the HCP is vital. Having a discussion that challenges a person’s beliefs about IT may be difficult for many HCPs. Indeed, such a conversation may seem to contradict the goal of shared decision-making, and HCPs may worry that having such a discussion could appear disrespectful of the patient’s beliefs and choices when a patient has a negative initial reaction to the suggestion or IT or has chosen to decline IT. In an interview study of PWD-HCP communications about diabetes self-care behaviors (31), both HCPs and PWD recommended trust, nonjudgmental acceptance, open and honest communication, and providing PWD hope for living with diabetes as important factors for improving communication. PWD even stressed the clinical benefits of HCPs directly addressing problematic self-care behaviors. However, HCPs described having few strategies to address these difficulties. Barriers for communications about diabetes self-care behaviors included patients’ reluctance to discuss self-care problems because of feelings of shame, guilt, and fear of judgment and HCPs’ perceptions of not knowing how to address patients’ reluctance.

In an effort to minimize biases against PWD who are not at glycemic goals, medical records and in-person communications should consider how elevated glycemic levels are labeled and discussed. Describing a person as “uncontrolled,” “nonadherent,” and having “failed” oral hypoglycemic agents or lifestyle changes only further stigmatizes, blames, and judges people and risks alienating the PWD who are most in need of additional medical intervention and support (32,33). These labels may lead HCPs to not consider IT for some PWD who might actually do well if their individual barriers are adequately addressed.

**Obstacles to IT Related to the Therapeutic Setting**

The pressures of the current clinical environment of limited appointment time, high patient volume, and electronic medical records have affected the quality of clinical encounters. Given the significant constraints imposed on appointment visits, therapeutic inertia may be an inevitable outcome. As a result, some researchers have proposed that an alternative explanation of therapeutic inertia as an adaptive response to the presence of competing demands (34,35). Encounters have a time constraint within which multiple conditions, problems, and patient concerns compete for a place on the appointment agenda. As a result, HCPs and PWD must prioritize demands to deal with the most symptomatic problems. Intensifying medication
therapy for elevated A1C levels may be determined to be less urgent and therefore deferred to a future appointment. In an observational study of primary care encounters (34), competing demands were evaluated during appointments as determined by the number of patient concerns raised. The number of competing demands raised by PWD best predicted a change in medication in response to an elevated A1C. As the number of patient concerns increased, medication changes decreased independent of appointment length, A1C level and trend, and number of topics brought up by the HCP. This finding underscores that it is not a lack of time per se that limits treatment changes but rather the competing demands of patient concerns during the clinical encounter.

Putting It All Together: Possible Solutions

Successfully breaking the cycle of therapeutic inertia with regard to IT involves implementing strategies that improve perceptions of the benefits of IT so that both PWD and HCPs view IT as worthwhile and achievable and facilitate cooperation between PWD and HCPs in minimizing the impact of the barriers to IT. A recent multinational study examined HCP actions that facilitated the successful transition to IT for PWD who were initially reluctant (30). PWD found the most helpful HCP actions for initiating IT were addressing injection concerns by demonstrating the actual injection process, explaining the benefits of insulin, and adopting a collaborative communication style. The perceived helpfulness of these three key HCP actions was linked with earlier insulin initiation and greater insulin persistence over time.

Strategies that address therapeutic inertia with IT (36) are most likely to be effective in a therapeutic setting that addresses the barriers for PWD and HCPs together, rather than as separate entities.

Therapeutic Setting Strategies

Prioritizing treatment intensification in clinical encounters may require more focused appointments such as designated “diabetes visits” to minimize competing demands. Opportunities for PWD to get injection education may be a crucial factor for IT initiation and persistence. The use of multidisciplinary support resources may facilitate injection demonstration and practice (preferably by a diabetes educator or diabetes paraprofessional) (37).

Strategies for PWD

Know the hopeful messages about living with diabetes (e.g., “With some care and effort you can live a long and healthy life with diabetes”) and the importance of taking action right away to keep important diabetes targets in a safe range. Seek out diabetes education to learn or improve self-management skills. Learn early on about how type 2 diabetes changes over time and how the need for additional medication and treatment is not a sign of failure or an indication that diabetes is “worse,” but rather a logical and necessary means of addressing the normal decline in pancreatic function associated with diabetes. Make the most of brief visits with the diabetes HCP by limiting the number of concerns raised at each appointment; consider dedicating an entire appointment to addressing only concerns about diabetes. When experiencing A1C levels that are not at goal, consider a time-limited trial of a treatment change, which may include IT. Learn the facts about insulin and address any concerns with the HCP. Viewing the HCP as being on the “same side” can facilitate a trusting relationship and the open and honest communication needed to foster willingness to consider new therapies, including IT.

Strategies for HCPs

Soon after patients are diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, begin discussions about the natural course of the disease and how treatment changes are a normal part of living with diabetes and not a sign of personal failure. Explain that IT is eventually required in most cases to keep diabetes at glycemic goals. Learn enough about IT and its benefits to feel comfortable with prescribing, adjusting doses, demonstrating an injection, and addressing common patient concerns. Refer PWD to a diabetes educator. Discuss the health benefits of treatment targets rather than threatening patients that diabetes complications may result from elevated glycemic levels. Consider the role of personal biases when feeling reluctant to prescribe insulin. For PWD who are appropriate candidates for IT, first explain the benefits, demonstrate proper injection technique, and assess and address patients’ concerns and beliefs about insulin. Then, if a patient is willing, collaborate with the patient to plan a time-limited trial of IT. Be sure to address patients’ concerns about hypoglycemia and weight gain. Learn how to facilitate open and honest communication by seeing each patient as an individual with unique circumstances, obstacles, and strengths.

Conclusion

Embedded in a treatment environment that enables the status quo, therapeutic inertia happens all too often, leaving PWD at risk. Some PWD may believe that successful diabetes management is unachievable and may not
understand the importance of reaching glycemic targets and the benefits of medication generally and IT in particular. HCPs may be reluctant to make therapeutic changes for the very patients who are most likely to have extended elevated glycemia—namely, those who feel hopeless about diabetes or have problematic diabetes self-care behaviors. Although the time pressures of the current health care environment pose challenges, it is still possible to have effective, person-centered discussions about treatment changes that allow for successful therapeutic intensification. Strategies that improve perceptions of the benefits of IT while also addressing the obstacles faced by both PWD and HCPs may foster agreement that treatment intensification is both achievable and worth the effort.
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